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Abstract

We have previously shown that for English speakers informa-

tion on the mouth shape of a speaker is a powerful feature

for the machine based discrimination of prominent from non-

prominent words. In this paper we extend our analysis to data

from Japanese speakers. We compare the discrimination perfor-

mance of the different acoustic and visual features we extract

for the two languages. This comparison shows a much wider

variability in discrimination scores for the different speakers

and the different features in the English dataset than in the

Japanese dataset. Despite previous hints that visual speech and

word prominence perception by Japanese listeners can yield in-

ferior performance compared to English listeners we see that

our discrimination scores are high and very similar for the En-

glish and Japanese speakers which indicates that at least the

speakers signal prominence with a similar level of consistency

in both languages.

Index Terms: prosody, prominence, visual, audio-visual,

Japanese

1. Introduction
Speech is not only what we say but also how we say it. Al-

ready quite some time ago Thompson realized that this ”How”,

the prosody of speech, can also be seen from the movements

of the speaker [1]. Since then quite a few researchers showed

the importance of the different facial regions in the perception

of prosodic variations [2, 3, 4]. Not only the mouth [5] but also

the eye brows [6, 7] and the rigid head movements are important

information sources [8, 9]. These perceptual experiments were

also supported by results showing mainly stronger and more

rapid facial movements for stressed words [10, 11, 12].

Yet it is not only the prosody of the speech which can be

perceived from a speaker’s face but also the lexical content [13].

The most revealing sign of this is the McGurk effect. When

different speech sounds are presented visually and acoustically

subjects perceive an intermediate sound which is neither present

in the acoustic nor the visual channel [14]. Based on this in-

sight a large variety of systems for the audio-visual recognition

of speech were developed which in particular show that the in-

clusion of the visual channel can improve the recognition scores

in difficult situations [15, 16, 17, 18]. The machine detection of

prosodic cues is still a challenging issue [19, 20, 21]. Despite

the fact that audio-visual emotion recognition is already a well

established field of research [22] the system we presented in

[23] was to our knowledge the first system to show that the in-

tegration of visual information yields to more robust and better

results for prosodic analysis, in particular for the determination

of word prominence.

It is assumed that the audio-visual integration in speech per-

ception depends on culture and language. In [24, 25, 26] and

[27] Japanese, respectively Chinese, listeners showed a weaker

McGurk effect than English listeners, at least for uncorrupted

acoustic speech. One hypothesis for this weaker effect is that in

Asian culture it is much less common to look into a speaker’s

face than in Western culture [27]. Consequently, also the per-

ception of visual prosodic cues should be much weaker for

Asian people than for Westerners. In [28] the audio-visual per-

ception of contrastive focus in French and Japanese listeners

was investigated. The results showed that the Japanese listeners

were much less able to use the visual information to determine

the word in focus. On the other hand these and previous results

leave it open if the visual production of speech and prosodic

cues might also be weaker in Japanese speakers.

In this paper we use the same system we developed in [29]

to discriminate audio-visually prominent from non-prominent

words and transfer it to Japanese speakers. Based on the previ-

ous results for English speakers and the new results for Japanese

speakers we discuss the differences between the two languages

in particular in respect to the role the different acoustic and vi-

sual cues play. In the next section an overview on the recording

of the data will be given. After that Section 3 describes the dif-

ferent features extracted from the acoustic and visual channel.

Following this Section 4 will present the results of the classifica-

tion experiments. Then we will discuss the results in Section 5

and give a conclusion in Section 6.

2. Dataset

To elicit prosodic variations we designed a small interactive

game which participants were playing with a computer. The tar-

get of the game was to assemble a cartoon out of tiles. Thereby

participants controlled the computer via speech and recordings

of the interaction were made with a microphone and a camera.

Subjects were sitting in front of the computer and were not par-

ticularly restricted in their movements. The microphone was

mounted above the computer screen and the camera behind the

screen (compare Fig. 1). No visual markers were attached to the

subjects. We implemented this game in English and Japanese.

An exemplary utterance during the game would be ”Place green

in A two” in English and ”Midori wo A no ni ban ni oite kuda-

sai” in Japanese. The interaction with the computer was embed-

ded in a Wizard of Oz experiment where a Wizard controlled the

reactions of the system. Occasionally, a misunderstanding of

one word of the sequence was triggered and the corresponding

word highlighted, verbally and visually. Verbal feedback was

based on the FESTIVAL speech synthesis system [30]. The

subjects were told to repeat in these cases the phrase as they
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Figure 1: The setup of the recording

of the Japanese dataset

Figure 2: Recorded

image after cropping

to face region, nose

detection, downsam-

pling and highlighting

of the mouth region.

would do with a human, i. e. emphasizing the previously mis-

understood word. However, they were not allowed to deviate

from the sentence grammar by e. g. beginning with ’No’. This

was expected to create a narrow focus condition (in contrast to

the broad focus condition of the original utterance) and thereby

making the corrected word highly prominent.

We recorded 16 subjects for the English dataset. Eight

females and eight males, eight speaking British English

as their sole native language, three being bilingual British

English/German, four speaking American English as their

sole native language and one being bilingual American En-

glish/German were recorded. Bilingual subjects were raised in

Germany but had one native English parent. For the Japanese

dataset we recorded 15 subjects all having Japanese as their sole

native language.

The audio signal was originally sampled at 48 kHz and later

downsampled to 16 kHz. For the video images a CCD cam-

era with a resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixel and a frame rate of

25 Hz was used. The identical microphone and the same camera

model were used for recording both datasets. We used a forced

alignment to determine the boundaries of the different words.

For the English dataset we used HTK [31] for the alignment

and for the Japanese data Julius [32].

For further processing in both databases those turns where

the original utterance and a correction were available were se-

lected. Overall we have 2683 turn pairs (original utterance +

correction), i. e. on average ≈ 160 turn pairs per speaker for the

English dataset and 1931, i. e. on average ≈ 130 turn pairs per

speaker, for the Japanese dataset. From these the word which

was emphasized in the correction was determined. Then it was

extracted as well in the original utterance as in the correction.

This yields a dataset with each individual word taken from a

broad and a narrow focus condition.

3. Features

To extract word prominence from the audio-visual signals we

used the features described in [23, 29]. They are briefly ex-

plained in Table 1. The fundamental frequency is extracted ac-

cording to [33]. For the extraction of visual features we used

the openCV library to detect the face and then the nose in the

face region [34]. We use the nose position to extract the rigid

head movements. Furthermore, as the nose position in the face

is only slightly affected by the articulation process we also use

it to determine the position of the mouth region. Starting from

the nose position we use a fixed and for all speakers identical

offset to determine the mouth region. After downsampling by a

e energy of the word relative to the mean of the utter-

ance

DW duration of the word

DG sum of the duration of the gap before and after the

word

D combination of DW and DG

fM
0 maximal value of the parabolic approximation of the

fundamental frequency of the word, i. e. value at ver-

tex

fc
0 maximal curvature of the parabolic approximation of

the fundamental frequency of the word, i. e. curvature

at vertex

f̄0 mean fundamental frequency of the word relative to

the mean of the utterance

f0 combination of fM
0 , fC

0 and f̄0
DCT 50 DCT coefficients extracted from the mouth region

with the highest energy

y nose y position relative to the mean of the utterance

y∆, y∆∆ nose y velocity and acceleration

Table 1: Features used to extract word prominence. For details

see [23, 29].

factor of 2 this yields an image of 100×100 pixels of the mouth

region (compare Figure 2). On these images a two-dimensional

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) was calculated. Out of the

10000 coefficients per image the 50 with the highest energy

were selected. This was done by calculating for each speaker

separately the mean energy of all 10000 coefficients on a ran-

domly selected subset of 10% of the data. Consequently we ob-

tain 50 coefficients per frame to capture the mouth shape. From

these features (where appropriate) the mean value for each word

was calculated and used in the subsequent analysis. The begin-

ning and end of the word was taken from the forced alignment.

All visual features, i. e. for the nose and the mouth shape, were

smoothed along the time axis with a 5-th order FIR lowpass

filter with a cut-off frequency of 5 Hz. Furthermore, first and

second derivatives (∆ and ∆∆) were calculated.

4. Results

In the same way as in [29] we trained a Support Vector Ma-

chine (SVM) with a Radial Basis Function Kernel to discrimi-

nate prominent from non-prominent words using the LibSVM

library [35]. While doing so we performed for each feature

combination a grid search for C , the penalty parameter of the

error term, and γ, the variance scaling factor of the basis func-

tion, using the whole dataset. Prior to the grid search the data

was normalized to the range [−1 . . . 1]. Using the found opti-

mal parameters the SVM was trained on 75% of the data and

tested on the remaining 25%. Hereby a 30 fold cross valida-

tion in which the data set was always split such that an iden-

tical number of elements is taken from both classes was run.

To establish the 30 sets a sampling with replacement strategy

was applied. This process was performed individually for each

speaker in each dataset.

4.1. Audio results

In Table 2 the results of the individual features are given. The

results are averaged over all speakers of the respective dataset.

We saw already previously that for the English dataset the com-

bination of the duration of the word and the gap before and after



e DW DG D SE f̄0 fM
0 fc

0 f0 DCT y y∆ y∆∆
DCT+
y

DCT+
y∆

DCT+
y∆∆

DCT+
y+y∆+y∆∆

E 58.6 62.8 59.0 64.7 58.8 62.6 65.2 64.8 68.2 66.9 54.9 57.5 57.1 67.0 67.7 67.4 67.8

( 3.6) ( 6.9) ( 6.2) ( 9.4) ( 8.3) ( 9.0) ( 8.9) ( 5.7) ( 8.9) ( 8.9) ( 6.6) ( 8.7) ( 8.9) ( 9.0) ( 9.1) ( 9.1) ( 9.3)

JP 61.2 62.9 56.4 66.5 59.9 63.7 62.0 55.1 66.5 65.8 54.6 57.6 55.0 65.5 66.8 66.0 66.6

( 4.4) ( 6.0) ( 6.5) ( 7.1) ( 5.6) ( 6.2) ( 4.5) ( 4.1) ( 6.3) ( 5.5) ( 5.4) ( 7.2) ( 6.4) ( 5.5) ( 6.5) ( 6.0) ( 5.8)

e+D e+D+DCT e+D+SE e+D+SE+DCT e+D+SE+f0 e+D+SE+f0+DCT e+D+SE+f0+DCT+y∆

E 69.5 72.4 71.6 73.7 74.9 74.9 75.0

( 8.5) ( 8.5) ( 9.4) ( 9.1) (11.0) (11.1) (11.1)

JP 68.4 70.9 70.3 72.5 72.2 72.9 73.4

( 7.8) ( 7.3) ( 7.5) ( 7.7) ( 8.1) ( 7.7) ( 7.8)

Table 2: Classification scores in % averaged over all speakers in the respective dataset. See Table 1 for the abbreviations used.
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Figure 3: Discrimination accuracies for different acoustic features and feature combinations for each speaker (English in top and

Japanese in bottom figure). The grey bars in the background visualizes the average over all speakers for a given feature or feature

combination. The short horizontal lines indicate the standard deviation of the 30 fold cross validation. See Table 1 for an explanation

of the abbreviations.

the word yields better results than either feature alone [29]. Yet

for the Japanese speakers the improvement from this combina-

tion is notably stronger than for the English speakers. Also for

the Japanese speakers the combination feature f0 consisting of

the fundamental frequency value at the vertex of the parabola

approximation fM
0 with the curvature at the vertex fCurv

0 and

the mean of the fundamental frequency in the word relative to

the utterance f̄0 also leads to a significant improvement. How-

ever, the results for the feature capturing the curvature of the

fundamental frequency fCurv
0 are much lower for the Japanese

speakers than for the English speakers. On the other hand the

relative energy of the word is a stronger feature for the Japanese

speakers than for the English speakers.

In Fig. 3 the results for each individual speaker are depicted.

The ordering of the English speakers is E-1 . . . 6 are British En-

glish male, E-7 . . . 11 British English female, E-12 and 13 US

English male and E-14 . . . 16 US English female. As can be

seen the variation of the results from speaker to speaker is much

larger for the English dataset. To further quantify this we also

added the standard deviation of the results for each speaker for

a given feature in Table 2. The standard deviation is particularly

high for the English speakers for the mean of the fundamental

frequency in the word relative to the utterance f̄0, the funda-

mental frequency value at the vertex of the parabola approxi-

mation fM
0 and the duration of the word DW .

4.2. Visual results

When looking at the results for the visual features in Table 2

we see that the DCT feature yields very similar results for both

datasets. In particular these results are better than any individ-

ual acoustic feature and only slightly inferior to those of the

combined fundamental frequency feature f0 and in the Japanese

case also the combined duration feature D. We also calculated

FFT and PCA features in a similar way but they always led to

inferior performance as the DCT. Consequently, we did not in-

clude them in the following analysis. When looking at the fea-

tures derived from the nose dynamics we see that they are all

close to chance level for both datasets. However, a look on the

detailed results for each speaker depicted in Fig. 4 reveals that

there is a large inter speaker variation in both datasets. In par-

ticular the nose speed and acceleration are informative for some

speakers. In the English dataset the performance for the DCT

(from 56 − 86% correct) and the nose dynamics ( e. g. nose

velocity from 52 − 78% correct) varies very strongly. In the

Japanese dataset the performance of the DCT feature is much

more homogeneous (from 55− 75% correct). This can also be
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Figure 4: Discrimination accuracies for different visual features and feature combinations for each speaker (English in top and Japanese

in bottom figure). The grey bars in the background visualizes the average over all speakers for a given feature or feature combination.

The short horizontal lines indicate the standard deviation of the 30 fold cross validation. The asterisk marks results where the combi-

nation of visual features are statistically significantly better than the DCT results.See Table 1 for an explanation of the abbreviations.

verified by looking at the standard deviation values in Table 2.

Yet for the nose dynamics the variation is similar to that found

in the English dataset ( e. g. nose velocity from 51 − 79% cor-

rect).

4.3. Audio-visual results

Finally, we want to compare the classification results we ob-

tain when we combine different features, i. e. different visual

features, different acoustic features and acoustic and visual fea-

tures. From Fig. 4 we can see that for both datasets combining

the DCT feature with the nose dynamics only marginally im-

proves the performance averaged over all speakers. Yet it yields

to significant improvements for some speakers (at most 5 for

the English and 3 for the Japanese dataset). When combining

different acoustic features we see a notable improvement of the

results in both datasets (compare Table 2 and Fig. 5). Adding

the visual DCT feature to these different acoustic feature com-

binations improves performance as long as the f0 feature is not

used. When combining all acoustic features, including f0, we

obtain an average performance of 75% for the English data and

72% for the Japanese data. Additionally including the DCT fea-

ture does not change the performance for the English data but

improves it to 73% for the Japanese data. As we would expect

from the large variation of the results from speaker to speaker

things look a bit different when looking at individual speak-

ers. Here we see that for some speakers there is quite a notable

improvement from combining all acoustic and visual features.

There are 5 speakers in the English and 6 in the Japanese dataset

which show such an improvement. If we now also add the nose

velocity as a feature there is in both datasets one speaker for

which the performance is further improved.

5. Discussion

When comparing the English and the Japanese dataset we first

observe that the results are significantly more homogeneous for

the different speakers in the Japanese dataset. One reason for

this might be that the group of participants in the Japanese

dataset was more homogeneous (mean age 27.9, stdv. 7.8).

Eleven of the fifteen participants were 4th year university en-

gineering students. In contrast the English speakers had a wide

age range (18-60 years, mean 36.4, stdv. 11.0), different lan-

guage background, and different professions. After the exper-

iment we also handed out a questionnaire to the subjects. The

results confirmed the impression during the experiment that the

Japanese subjects in contrast to the English subjects perceived

it much less as a playful game and more like a test. On a 5 point

scale from -2 to 2 the English and Japanese subjects considered

the interaction with the system as 0.27 and -0.08 natural, em-

phasizing the corrected word as 0.47 and 0.75 natural and the

game overall as 0.53 and 0.92 difficult, with 2 extremely easy.

From this we conclude they considered the interaction overall

as quite natural and not difficult. Regarding stress English sub-

jects reported -1.2 and Japanese subjects 0.43 with -2 ”totally

relaxed” and 2 ”afraid not to make it right”. Also asked for

how tired they were (-2 ”very exhausted” and 2 ”totally fresh”)

English subjects reported 0 and Japanese subjects -0.53. This

indicates that the Japanese subjects felt a much higher tension

during the game and hence might have not spoken as freely as

their English counterparts. In general Japanese are reported to

feel a high degree of moral and social obligation [36].

Another reason for this larger homogeneity of the results for

the Japanese speakers could also be cultural aspects in terms of

language usage and showing emotions. For example it has been

observed that Japanese people display negative emotions very

differently when they thing they are not observed compared to

when they are observed, i. e. they hide them with a smile [37].

When looking on the average discrimination accuracies we

see smaller differences between the English and the Japanese

datasets. Overall the results were slightly better for the English

speakers. We see a clear difference in the way fundamental fre-

quency is used. For the English speakers we see the expected

quick raise and quick drop of the fundamental frequency inside

the prominent word [38]. This can bee seen from the high accu-
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Figure 5: Discrimination accuracies for different acoustic and audio-visual feature combinations for each speaker(English in top and

Japanese in bottom figure). The grey bars in the background visualizes the average over all speakers for a given feature or feature

combination. The short horizontal lines indicate the standard deviation of the 30 fold cross validation. The asterisk marks results where

the combination of acoustic and visual features are statistically significantly better than the corresponding acoustic only results or, as

for the last values, as the results without the nose y velocity. See Table 1 for an explanation of the abbreviations.

racies obtained by the fundamental frequency curvature feature

fc
0 . Due to the different way prominence is marked in Japanese

we do not see this for the Japanese speakers. In Japanese pitch

accent has a lexical role. As a consequence their is an interac-

tion between the lexical pitch accent and prominence marking

via pitch [39, 40]. Prominence is mainly marked by an increase

in pitch range, i. e. the fundamental frequency inside the word

is raised and that of the neighboring words reduced. In our data

this can be seen from the f̄0 feature capturing the mean funda-

mental frequency of the word relative to the utterance. f̄0 shows

higher discrimination scores for the Japanese speakers than for

the English speakers.

In the English dataset there are some speakers which rather

use duration (E-2, E-8, E-10, E-13) to signal prominence and

others fundamental frequency (E-1, E-3, E-6, E-7). This repar-

tition is independent on language background and gender. In

case of the Japanese speakers the scores for fundamental fre-

quency and also to a lesser extent for duration are rather homo-

geneous over all speakers and one can not easily divide speakers

into different sets based on these criteria.

When looking at the results for the visual features averaged

over all speakers we see little differences between the English

and Japanese dataset. In both cases the DCT feature yields

classification scores similar to the individual acoustic features.

When looking at the individual speakers the two datasets dif-

fer notably. Again, for the Japanese speakers the results are

much more homogeneous and do not surpass 75% correct for

any speaker. On the other hand for the English dataset we

see three speakers with more than 75% correct from the DCT

feature, with the best 86% correct. Hence there is a wider

spread for the English speakers and there are a few which visu-

ally signal prominence very clearly. The nose dynamics show

mixed results in both datasets. On average they are not informa-

tive but there are in both datasets speakers where the discrim-

ination accuracy reaches almost 80% correct. When compar-

ing our results for the visual discrimination of prominent from

non-prominent words to previous findings on the audio-visual

speech perception by Japanese listeners and in particular their

weaker ability to use the visual information to recognize the

word [24, 25, 26] or to identify the prominent word [28] we

conclude that this effect can not be linked to a weaker or less

consistent production of such cues by Japanese speakers.

Averaged over all speakers the combination of acoustic and

visual features does not yield better results for both datasets.

Yet for individual speakers such a combination improves the

discrimination accuracies quite notably as well for the English

as the Japanese dataset. In both datasets there is one speaker

where the nose y-velocity caries enough information that it im-

proves the accuracy when it is added to all acoustic features and

the DCT feature.

Overall one can say that the visual channel is quite infor-

mative to discriminate prominent from non-prominent words

as well in English as in Japanese. For the English speakers

there seems to be a wider range of different strategies employed

to signal prominence and also the consistency and markedness

of the signals seems to vary much more than for the Japanese

speakers.

6. Conclusion

We previously developed a system to discriminate prominent

from non-prominent words based on audio-visual information.

In this paper we also included results from Japanese data into

the evaluation and compared them with those we obtained from

the English data. In this comparison we saw a much higher ho-

mogeneity in the results for the Japanese speakers. We attribute

this to a more homogeneous set of speakers, a higher tension

felt by the Japanese subjects during the experiment and cultural



aspects.

Previous research on audio-visual speech perception and

word prominence by Japanese indicated that they use visual

information to a lesser extent than English listeners do. Our

results show that the discrimination accuracies we obtain for

the Japanese speakers are very similar on average to those of

the English speakers. From this we conclude that even if the

Japanese listeners might not use the visual information as well

as English listeners do at least the Japanese speakers produce it

at a similar level of consistency as their English counterparts.
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